
SMHART SECURITY
Community CCTV initiative 

CAPE SAINT FRANCIS



POLE POSITIONS



POLE POSITIONS
Eastern perimeter 
- Protected by camera 1, 2 and 6.

Northern perimeter
- Protected by camera 5
- Aided by the airpark fence and
Rebelsrus gate. 

Western perimeter
- Protected by camera 3, 4 and 8. 



POLE POSITIONS
Camera 1

A beach facing pan, tilt and zoom
(PTZ) camera with deep analytical
abilities. This camera can see 400
meters in a 360 degree direction at
night due to its ultra low-light
capability. This camera patrols the
beach, using motion detection to
alert the control room.

Camera 2 

An existing camera that will be
moved into the foot path to
monitor pedestrian entry.

Camera 6 

Monitoring unwanted pedestrian
entry along the airpark fence, foot
paths and bush.



POLE POSITIONS
Camera 4 

Bridges the gap between the air
park fence and the visibility of
camera 3. This camera will
monitor the bush and the foot
path towards Cape Saint Francis. 

Camera 3 

Used to extend the visibility of
camera 4 and have sight down the
remaining foot paths in either
direction. 

Camera 8

An existing camera used to
monitor exit from the foot paths,
along the road and vehicle
movement.



POLE POSITIONS
Camera 7 

A license plate recognition camera
that will be moved from pole 8 to
allow a wider area of vehicle
movement observation.

Camera 5 

Another highly analytical and
ultra low-light capable pant, tilt
and zoom (PTZ) 400 meter camera
implemented to observe
movement between the end of the
Eskom fence and camera 7. It will
also be able to detect movement
along the road, in the bush at
night in any direction and identify
number plates. 



POLE POSITIONS
Camera 9 

An existing intersection camera
pole looking along Da Gama and
up Osprey. This camera can be
used in the network to observe
pedestrian exit from the foot
paths and  vehicle movement.



1 Intelligence center
4 Control rooms
27 Branches
95+ vehicles
350+ employees

Local origin.

SMHART SECURITY 

Plettenberg Bay
Tsitsikamma
Stormsriver 
Joubertina
Kareedouw
Misgund
Louwater

Jeffreys Bay
St Francis Bay
Cape St Francis
Humansdorp
Gamtoos
Thornhill 
Loerie
Rocklands
 

Grahamstown
Fort Beaufort
Adelaide
Bedford
Salem 
Post-retief
Tarkastad
Winterberg
 

Cradock 
Somerset East
Graaff-reinet
Nieu-Bethesta
Cookhouse
Paterson
Middleberg
 



THANK YOU
FOR YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION


